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H I G H L I G H T S

• SANS results from a series of PEO/ethanol solutions with various deuterated substitution are reported.

• Strong isotope effects on mixing/demixing characters are found when approaching the solubility limit upon cooling.• Flip of the upper/lower critical solution temperature trends due to deuteration is observed.
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A B S T R A C T

Various combinations between deuterated/nondeuterated poly(ethylene oxide) and (fully and partly) deuter-
ated/nondeuterated ethanol solvents were investigated by small-angle neutron scattering. It was found that the
deuteration process has strong effects on the polymer solution behavior when approaching the solubility limit
upon cooling. Deuteration of the polymer and/or of the solvent can change the character of mixing/demixing
and even 'flip' the upper/lower critical solution temperature trends in experimental temperature range.

1. Introduction

Deuteration, i.e., replacing hydrogen atoms by deuterium, is often
used to enhance the contrast in neutron scattering. Deuteration is
commonly performed either on macromolecules or on solvents. Some
precautions must be taken with the use of deuterated polymers or
deuterated solvents though, because the deuteration of molecules can
change their chemical and physical properties significantly [1,2].
Deuteration on polymers has been shown to modify the temperature of
phase transitions [3,4], vary the rate of crystallization [5], induce
clustering in blends [6–8]. Hydrogen/deuterium exchange can also take
place for macromolecules with labile protons when deuterated solvents
are used, which thus significantly affects structures and phase behaviors
of the studied objects [9–13].

Poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO), a quintessential biocompatible
polymer, has been the subject of great many investigations, including
the prevention of biofouling, controlled drug delivery, and tissue scaf-
folds. When dissolved in water, as a result of the hydrophilic interaction
(hydrogen bonding of water molecules to the oxygen atoms on the
polymers) and the hydrophobic interaction (the ethyl units repel
water), PEO displays a closed loop phase diagram [14]. Small-angle

neutron scattering (SANS) measurements have shown strong isotope
effects in PEO/water systems [15]: Solvent deuteration is seen to en-
hance the hydrophilic interaction while deuteration on the polymer
chain is seen to enhance the hydrophobic interaction. The isotropic
dependence of specific interactions is discordant, so the average
polymer contrast match method which is typically used in the SANS
technique by varying hydrogen/deuterium contents fails.

Here we note the work of Nystöm et al. [17], who carried out dy-
namic light scattering measurements of protonated PEO (H-PEO) in
nondeuterated methanol (CH3OH) and in (partly and fully) deuterated
methanol (CH3OD and CD3OD) within the pressure range
1 bar–2500 bar. Nystöm et al. [17] observed strong solvent isotope ef-
fect in the pressure dependence of molecular cluster formation. Com-
pared to H-PEO in CH3OH solution, molecular association is enhanced
when the solvent is switched to CH3OD due to the changes in hydrogen
bond strength, while molecular association is depressed when CD3OD is
used as solvent due to the difference in strength of the hydrophobic
interactions between nonpolar groups. It is speculated that the mole-
cular association might be related to the preliminary stage of a pressure
induced solution crystallization process. In this context, we also note
the work of Allen and Tanaka [7], who carried out SANS measurements
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on PEO crystals from melts in an attempt to obtain information on the
conformation of individual molecules. They also found significant iso-
tope effect on the crystallization behavior, probably related to a slight
thermodynamic difference between protonated and deuterated species.
For blends with the deuterated PEO (D-PEO) as a matrix, the added H-
PEO species are evenly distributed between the crystalline and amor-
phous regions; For blends with H-PEO as a matrix, the solute D-PEO
molecules form homogeneous local aggregates which further distribute
in space in a non-random manner corresponding to the presence of
inhomogeneous domains of large size.

In light of the above findings and the possibility of studying polymer
and solvent isotope effects, the PEO/ethanol system seems to be im-
portant and interesting. That is because the repeating unit of PEO
(eCH2-CH2-Oe) resembles to ethanol (HeCH2eCH2eOeH). As a re-
sult of the similarity in the chemical structure at the monomer level, the
solution property is subject to a delicate balance among solvent/
polymer, polymer/polymer and solvent/solvent interactions. PEO mo-
lecularly disperses in ethanol and undergoes a crystallization process
upon cooling to room temperature. A few years ago, Ho et al. [16]
reported a SANS study of H-PEO dissolved in fully deuterated anhy-
drous ethanol (C2D5OD), in which the interference of a crystallization
process with an upper critical solution temperature (UCST) phase dia-
gram was observed. The research reported here focuses on isotope ef-
fects in PEO/ethanol systems. The scattering properties are investigated
when the solutions, although remaining stable and homogeneous, are
driven gradually close to the stability limit. Various combinations be-
tween deuterated/nondeuterated polymers (D-PEO, H-PEO) and (fully,
partly) deuterated/nondeuterated solvents (C2D5OD, C2H5OD,
C2H5OH) are investigated. The sensitivity to slight change in thermo-
dynamic and/or hydrodynamic interaction due to deuteration when
approaching crystallization and/or phase separation is reported.

2. Experimental section

2.1. Materials

The molecular weight of D-PEO used in this study isMn= 33,000 g/
mol (with Mw/Mn= 1.1), and that of H-PEO is Mn= 37,000 g/mol
(with Mw/Mn= 1.07). Here, Mn is the number averaged molecular
weight andMw is the weight averaged molecular weight. Both polymers
were purchased from Polymer Source. Both deuterated solvents,
C2D5OD and C2H5OD, were purchased from Cambridge Isotope Labs.
The undertreated solvent C2H5OH was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich
Corporation. D-PEO or H-PEO or mixtures of the two polymers are
dissolved in C2D5OD, C2H5OD, C2H5OH or mixtures of these solvents.
All measured samples correspond to 8 wt % polymer in ethanol solvent,
with compositions listed in Table 1.

S1 and S2 are designed to probe the effects of selective deuteration
from the hydroxy group of solvent, since all other components in so-
lutions are the same. S3 and S4 are designed to probe the effects of
selective deuteration from the alkyl group of solvent, since all other
components in solutions are the same. S2 and S3 are designed to probe

the effects of deuteration of polymer chain, since the solvent for two
solutions is the same. S1 and S4 are designed to compare the results
after switching the deuteration between polymers and solvents. Series
S4, S5 and S6 are designed to consider the solution properties after part
of the polymer is substituted by deuterated polymer. Series S5, S7 and
S8 are designed to consider the effects after varying the solvent com-
positions which is a typical method to find zero-averaged contrast
conditions. The ratio 68/32 between C2D5OD and C2H5OH for S8 is
chosen based on theoretical calculation for zero-average contrast con-
dition under random phase approximation. The discussion will go on a
case by case basis mentioned here.

2.2. Small-angle neutron scattering measurement

The SANS measurements over a wave vector (Q) range of
0.0034–0.4054Å−1, were performed on the NGB-30m SANS instru-
ment at the NIST Center for Neutron Research. SANS data were reduced
using standard methods to correct for empty cell and background
scattering. Scattering data were scaled to an absolute cross section
(units of cm−1). Sample temperature was decreased from 55 °C down to
20 °C with 5 °C steps.

3. Data analysis

Solutions are visually all clear and transparent at 50 °C. Depending
on compositions, solutions behave differently while cooling down,
crystallization and/or phase separation is observed in some solutions.
To show the different behaviors between solutions, three typical sets of
SANS data at three temperatures are included in Fig. 1a, 1b and 1c
corresponding to S1, S2 and S5, respectively. In these and other figures,
statistical error bars correspond to one standard deviation.

For the D-PEO/C2H5OH solution (S1, Fig. 1a), different from the (H-

PEO + D-PEO)/C2D5OD solution (Fig. 1c), the scattering curves share
similar trends at 50 °C, 35 °C and 25 °C. Note that the coherent scattered
intensity, I(Q), gradually increases with decreasing temperature T
(guided by the arrow) indicating that this solution is characterized by
an UCST behavior; that is, the solution approaches the two-phase re-
gime upon cooling if no other transitions (such as crystallization here)
interrupts.

For the D-PEO/C2H5OD solution (S2, Fig. 1b), on the contrary, I(Q)
decreases with decreasing temperature T (guided by the arrow). It in-
dicates that this solution possesses a lower critical solution temperature
(LCST) behavior; that is, the polymer shows better solubility upon
cooling. Another feature of this data set is that, in the steady-state, two
main scattering regimes are clearly observed, one in the high-Q regime
with a length scale of nm and the other in the low-Q regime with a
length scale of sub-micron. The I(Q) upturn seen at low-Q regime
throughout 50 °C - 20 °C regime is due to the associated fluctuation of
PEO through strong polymer-solvent interaction. This type of long-
range correlated concentration fluctuation in semidilute solution has
been observed in PEO/D2O solution in which D2O is a very good solvent
[15], and generally observed in other systems with hydrogen-bonding

Table 1
Solution compositions reported in this study.

Solution ID Polymer(s) Solvent(s)

S1 D-PEO C2H5OH
S2 D-PEO C2H5OD
S3 H-PEO C2H5OD
S4 H-PEO C2D5OD
S5 H-PEO + D-PEO (50 wt % + 50 wt%) C2D5OD
S6 H-PEO + D-PEO (20 wt% + 80 wt%) C2D5OD
S7 H-PEO + D-PEO (50 wt % + 50 wt%) C2H5OH
S8 H-PEO + D-PEO (50 wt % + 50 wt%) C2D5OD + C2H5OH (68 vol % + 32 vol%)
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interaction or electrostatic interaction, such as poly(N-iso-
propylacrylamide) (PNIPAM)/H2O [19,20].

For the (H-PEO + D-PEO)/C2D5OD solution (S5, Fig. 1c), upon
cooling, a sudden upturn at low-Q regime and peaks seen at

Q > 0.03Å−1 clearly demonstrate crystal formation at 25 °C. The
crystals are on the order of micrometers, which can be also seen by the
naked eye.

In order to reproduce the main common features of the scattering
data, a fit to a power law plus the correlation length model with the
following functional form is used:

= + + +I Q A Q C Q B( ) / /[1 ( ) ]n m (1)

The first term describes Porod scattering from clusters (low-Q fea-
ture), and the second term is a Lorentzian-like function describing
scattering from polymer chains (high-Q feature). The constant B re-
presents the incoherent background. The structure of crystal, which is
tremendously different from random coil, is out of the interest of this
study, therefore none of the data that include the crystallization feature
will be quantitatively analyzed in this report. The low-Q feature for the
amorphous samples will also not be discussed since only the tail of the
low-Q feature is observed. The parameter ξ denotes the averaged cor-
relation length between the polymer coils. The exponent m char-
acterizes the polymer/solvent interactions which is related to the ex-
cluded volume parameter ν in Flory's mean-field theory by m=1/ν.
Parameter C is referred to as the solvation intensity and used to infer
mixing/demixing phase diagrams [18]. When solvation gets better, C
decreases. When approaching phase separation, C increases due to in-
creased composition fluctuations. By means of C and ξ, we are able to
look into the solvation behaviors within the temperature range where
the solutions can remain stable and homogeneous.

The solid lines in Fig. 1 are the corresponding nonlinear least-
squares fits to the correlation lengths model for the entire Q-range
window for various samples. This model reproduces the actual data
very well. The range of uncertainty in each fitted parameter was de-
termined by fixing that parameter at various values and allowing the
other parameters to vary during the fitting within physically reasonable
limits. In this way the maximum uncertainty of the fitted parameters
was found to be approximately 10%.

4. Discussion

4.1. Deuteration effects from the hydroxy group of ethanol (Comparison
between S1 and S2)

The differences in scattering patterns between D-PEO/C2H5OH (S1)
and D-PEO/C2H5OD (S2), have been described above in Fig. 1a and 1b.
It should be mentioned here that, phase transition is observed in the D-
PEO/C2H5OH solution when the temperature is decreased from 25 °C to
20 °C, while such a transition is absent in the D-PEO/C2H5OD solution
(Supplementary Information, Fig. s1).

The trends of the fitted C and ξ parameters as a function of tem-
perature for four solutions with pure polymer dissolved in pure solvent
(S1 e S4) are included in Fig. 2. The data pair under comparison here
(S1 and S2) are in blue color. In D-PEO/C2H5OH (S1), C gradually in-
creases with decreasing T characterizing a UCST behavior. When the
hydroxy group of ethanol is deuterated, in D-PEO/C2H5OD (S2), C
gradually decreases with decreasing temperature T characterizing a
LCST behavior.

The solution behavior of D-PEO/C2H5OD is analogous to other well-
known systems with LCST phase diagrams, such as PNIPAM/H2O and
(PEO-PPO-PEO)/H2O, whereby one fast and one slow relaxation modes
were observed in the semidilute regime by dynamics light scattering.19,
20 The slow mode is related to the associated fluctuation of transient
polymer network (low-Q feature). The fast mode corresponds to fluc-
tuation of chain segments inside each “blob” (high-Q feature) which
becomes faster (shorter in length) as the solvent quality tend to be
better with decreasing temperatures. For D-PEO/C2H5OD, from Fig. 2b,
it is obvious that ξ (extracted from the high-Q feature) decreases with
decreasing T. Better solubility at lower T gives a smaller correlation

Fig. 1. SANS data from three solutions, S1 (a), S2 (b) and S5 (c). The solid lines
correspond to fits to the correlation length model. The dashed lines with arrow
provide a guide to the eyes for the intensity change with temperature de-
creasing.
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length (“blob” size) due to a stronger screening effect. Furthermore,
since the low-Q feature which originated from molecular association
remains evident through 50 °C–20 °C, it is not a sign for crystallization
process. Therefore, this type of long-range molecular association is not
related to the preliminary stage of a temperature induced solution
crystallization process.

In short, it can be concluded from the different solvation behaviors
between D-PEO/C2H5OH and D-PEO/C2H5OD solutions that, selective
deuteration of the hydroxy group of ethanol enhances the polymer/
solvent interaction (due to stronger hydrogen bonding) which can even
'flip' the solvation behavior from a UCST behavior to a LCST behavior.
Or say, the hydrophilicity/hydrophobicity of solvents causes the shift of
phase diagram (which is probably a close loop as that in water) along
the temperature axis. When a limited temperature window is focused,
the observed flipping of solvation behavior between UCST and LCST is
actually due to the shift of a close loop phase diagram, where we may
be blind to either the LCST part or the UCST part.

4.2. Deuteration effects from the alkyl group of ethanol (Comparison
between S3 and S4)

H-PEO in selectively deuterated ethanol C2H5OD (S3) is very sta-
bilized, thus C is relatively insensitive to T throughout the experimental
temperature regime. However, H-PEO in fully deuterated ethanol
C2D5OD (S4) shows an obvious trend of demixing upon cooling, where
C increases with decreasing T (Fig. 2a) and phase transition is observed
when the temperature is decreased to 25 °C (Supplementary

Information, Fig. s2). These results indicate that deuteration on the
alkyl group of ethanol depresses solubility.

This conclusion is also supported by values of ξ (Fig. 2b). It is known
that polymer chains shrink as the solvent quality tends to be poor. For
semidilute solutions of polymer chains with a finite length, the
shrinkage results in fewer entanglement points and, consequently, a
loose network with more defects or larger structural fluctuation. That
is, larger values of ξ. Here, for the same polymer H-PEO with the same
concentration 8 wt %, a better solubility in C2H5OD leads to smaller ξ
while a relatively poor solvent (C2D5OD) results in larger ξ.

4.3. Deuteration effects from polymer chain (Comparison between S2 and
S3)

When the scattering properties of D-PEO (S2) and H-PEO (S3) in the
same solvent C2H5OD are compared (data with solid symbols, Fig. 2), it
is seen that C and ξ of H-PEO/C2H5OD solution are less sensitive to T
throughout the investigated temperature range. Therefore, H-PEO/
C2H5OD is more further away from the thermodynamic phase transition
boundary. This is probably related to a shorter CH...HC distance, com-
pared to CD … DC distance. The hydrogen-hydrogen interactions along
the H-PEO backbone are slightly more stable than deuterium-deuterium
interactions along the D-PEO backbone.

4.4. Switch deuteration on both polymer and solvent (Comparison between
S1 and S4)

From Fig. 2a, it is seen that, the solvation intensities for both D-
PEO/C2H5OH (S1) and H-PEO/C2D5OD (S4) increase with decreasing T.
It indicates that both solutions follow a UCST behavior. One apparent
difference between these two solutions is in their crystallization tem-
peratures. In D-PEO/C2H5OH, the crystallization transition is observed
when the temperature falls from 25 °C to 20 °C (Supplementary In-
formation, Fig. s1), while in H-PEO/C2D5OD, the transition is observed
when temperature falls from 30 °C to 25 °C (Supplementary Informa-
tion, Fig. s2). Apparently, switch of the deuteration between polymers
and solvents influences the demixing thermodynamics. Solvent deut-
erated more significantly shifts the UCST to a higher temperature.

4.5. Nondeuterated/deuterated mixed polymers (Comparison among S4 e

S6)

In SANS measurements, a sample can be generally made up of
mixtures, in which a fraction of isotopically substituted molecules is
dispersed. The C and ξ vs. T for four solutions with mixed polymers
dissolved in pure or mixed solvents (S5 e S8) are included in Fig. 3. In
this section, the effects whereby part of the polymer matrix is sub-
stituted by D-PEO are discussed. That is, the comparison is among S4,
S5 and S6.

Note that, all measured samples correspond to 8 wt % polymer in
ethanol, which is inside the semidilute regime. Compared to pure H-
PEO in C2D5OD (S4, ξ≈20Å), the apparent static correlation lengths
are almost double when half of the polymer network is substituted by
the deuterated component (S5, ξ≈40 Å), and the size is comparable to
the mean radius of gyration Rg with further dilution (S6, ξ≈42Å). D-
PEO is barely distinguishable from C2D5OD by neutrons because of the
similarity of their molecular structures implying a very low contrast,
therefore this result is consistent with the scenario that the mesh size
(average distance between entanglements) of the neutron-visible H-PEO
network is wider as its concentration decreases.

If the thermodynamics of H-PEO and D-PEO in C2D5OD are the
same, then any transitions (if there are any) should occur at exactly the
same temperature regardless of the amount of deuterium substitution.
The fact is, when the temperature falls from 35 °C to 30 °C, an upturn of

Fig. 2. Solvation intensity C (a) and correlation length ξ (b) as a function of
temperature T for four solutions with pure polymer in pure solvent: S1 ( ),
S2 ( ), S3 ( ) and S4 ( ).
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the scattering intensity in the low-Q regime indicating cluster formation
is observed in solution with H/D polymer ratio of 50/50, while such a
transition is not seen in solution with H/D polymer ratio of 20/80
(Supplementary Information, Fig. s3). Form this observation, though
we cannot tell the thermodynamics of D-PEO/C2D5OD directly due to
very low contrast, we know that the thermodynamics of H-PEO and D-
PEO in C2D5OD are unsynchronized to temperature changes. It is pos-
sible that segregation happens between H-PEO and D-PEO upon cooling
due to their slight difference in thermodynamics, which is consistent
with what is observed in H-PEO/D-PEO blend [7].

4.6. Nondeuterated/deuterated mixed solvents (Comparison among S5,
S7and S8)

The interpretation of SANS results from multi-component solutions
is complicated, due to the delicate interactions and a variety of scat-
tering contrasts between polymer/polymer, polymer/solvent and sol-
vent/solvent, consequently, the lack of simple clear meanings for the
apparent parameters C and ξ. Here we look at solutions with the same
mixed polymers (H/D=50/50) as solute but in different solvents: pure
C2D5OD (S5), pure C2H5OH (S 7), and a mixed solvent with volume
ratio between C2D5OD and C2H5OH of 68/32 (S8). If the pseudo-binary
assumption, considering mixed polymers as one effective component
and mixed solvents as another effective component, is applied to these
ternary or quaternary mixtures (which we know from above it is not
strictly correct for PEO/ethanol case), form C and ξ vs. T curves (Fig. 3),

one crude conclusion could be drawn is that the solvation behaviors are
influenced by solvent composition. The values of apparent ξ strongly
vary with solvent composition. Therefore, one should be prudent when
applies the average polymer contrast match method, implying the
random phase approximation, to PEO/ethanol system. To achieve fur-
ther specific knowledge of these multi-component mixed systems, it
requires more samples and more thorough data analysis schemes.

5. Conclusions

The main conclusion of this project is that the deuteration process
has strong effects on the PEO/ethanol solution behavior when ap-
proaching to solubility limit. The interactions between polymer/
polymer, polymer/solvent and solvent/solvent are so delicate that
modification of any component by deuteration influences the solvation
properties, therefore the discussion is made on a case by case basis.
Deuteration of the polymer and/or of the solvent can change the
character of mixing/demixing even flip the LCST/UCST trends in the
experimental temperature zone, therefore it should be prudent when
one applies the average polymer contrast match method to PEO/
ethanol system. It is certain that selective deuteration of the hydroxy
group of ethanol enhances the polymer/solvent interaction, while
deuteration on the alkyl group of ethanol depresses solubility.
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